Job Title: Frontend Web Developer
Hours: Full-time (Partially Remote)
Escapod Trailers is one of the fastest-growing off-road camper manufacturers in the country.
Based in Coalville, UT, we are looking for a full-time Frontend Web Developer to join our team.
This position will work closely with the technology director across multiple internal and
customer-facing web applications. Escapod is scaling its digital experience and this role is one
of several hires we are making for our new marketing efforts. The primary workload will be
focused on building out new features on our ReactJS website including e-commerce, content
marketing, our trailer builder, rental booking funnel, and customer portals.
Qualified candidates may be eligible for a flexible work schedule. This could include a
combination of time working remotely from home and on site at our location in Coalville, Utah.

Responsibilities:
●

●
●
●
●

Develop and maintain the new Escapod website which features a custom trailer
builder, rental booking funnel, e-commerce shop, customer portal, blog articles and
content marketing
Markup marketing pages and newsletters for multi-channel campaigns
Use proprietary APIs developed by the technical director to deliver real-time
production data to customers and customer experience teams
Assist the technical director in tracking and fulfilling support requests
Review engagement data and help identify user experience improvements

Qualifications:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1-2 years of experience developing web applications or verified intensive bootcamp
completion
Intermediate understanding of javascript and the browser
Experience developing single-page applications with REST APIs
Experience or familiar with Typescript and type checking systems
Interest in learning full-stack javascript and dev tools
Ability to write technical documentation and communicate with platform users
Previous success accomplishing deadline-based projects
Familiar with agile development sprint cycles

Qualities:
● Strong self-starting initiative and communication skills
● Enjoys paired programming and collaborative learning
● Excited to receive and action feedback on code style and execution
Escapod Trailers’ is a close-knit community guided by its values of Excellence, Innovation,
Simplicity, Adventure, and Integrity. We are seeking to employ those who share our values and
want to join our community. Above all, we want those eager to help us grow, realizing our
mission to “Build the best damn camper known to man.”

